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In brief -   
•Review & improve the art & design courses. 
Consider splitting into separate courses. As they are all different disciplines.  
-Expressive (practical) 
-Design (practical) 
-Art/Design Studies (written) 
•As the courses stand, the SQA needs to streamline, clarify & simplify the course 
information online, the submissions expected, the content to study for the written 
exam & the paperwork required by classroom teachers to teach, assess & submit 
course work.  
•Clear examples of practical work for grade levels are needed. 
 
Why ? - Clarity is required to instill confidence & understanding. 
Teaching time = course content achievability. 
 
Reasoning - (the long bit!) 
•SQA course information is a quagmire to wade through. Teachers should not have 
to trawl through pages & links to find (or not!) information or be guessing if they are 
'getting it right' for pupils. Or by finding info out through the grapevine, where, 
currently many art & design teachers rely on for information.  
•Constant updates on live courses create confusion for all - an indication that the 
courses were not piloted & 'bedded in' prior to going live.  
•The SQA needs to relook at the amount of teaching & learning time pupils actually 
have in school for a specific subject & balance this accordingly against their 
expectations for levels of achievement & teaching the course content.  
•There appears to be an assumption that pupils have a consistent number of hours 
to study for a course, this is not the case, it varies greatly throughout Scotland. 
The course content & submission requirements appear to be similar to Standard 
Grade, Intermediate (which were taught over 2 years in S3&4 ) & the old Higher 
however pupils often 'drop' subjects in S2/S3 now, then pick up later, cutting the 
teaching & learning  input significantly -Also, now, classes often contain pupils in 
different year groups (S4/5/6 & ability levels (inc. special needs) - (tri-level teaching 
N4/5/6) 
•There needs to be a 'core/generic' Art & Design Studies course book/PDF* that all 
Scottish pupils can study from, to sit a National exam, to enable teachers & pupils to 
know what to teach & study, for the written paper.  
It's first & foremost a practical subject - not history of art or art criticism. Talented 
pupils often stumble & under achieve on the written paper. (There was no written 
paper in O Grade or Standard Grade) 
Note - In the 2016 N5 written paper the Still Life/Nature Morte question had monkeys 
swinging around in the image ..was that deliberately included to throw pupils off 
?!  Teachers teach pupils that 'Still Life/Nature Morte' is a group of inanimate objects 
! 
Note - Teaching the history of art & design from cave painting to Banksy, plus the 
history of design is impossible, in addition to practical work, in the allotted contact 
time.  
Yes I do have a bee in my bunnet about this part of the course as it is overly time 
consuming for each art dept. to produce it's own resources & art criticism is irrelevant 
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to pupils artistic ability. (Visual art & design practical work does inform & inspire 
ideas - it does not always require written analysis to achieve this).  
•Drop the written exam at N5. 
The history of art & design is so vast it's impossible to teach comprehensively 
without a generic distilled, course book/PDF* (see above) or indeed offer a separate 
course dedicated to the history of Art and/or Design at Higher level. 
•At Higher level, for high achieving pupils, perhaps an optional question could be 
added to the written paper for pupils who want to study specific artists & designers 
not contained in the generic Art & Design Studies course book/PDF*. 
•The SQA course information & content has to be clear, in language teachers can 
share with pupils & parents. 
• Reintroduce  submitting practical 'research' - (often some of the pupils best 
practical work)  
•Clarify what does the SQA actually want us to submit? for example  
-  
no research ? (See comment above) 
2/3/4? development drawings,  
2/3/4? colour studies + 1 outcome for Expressive.  
A similar explanation for design (may be more open ended).  
 
& finally !  
•Bring back experienced 'subject advisers'.  
They enabled sharing of information, coordinated relevant subject specific in-service 
input. Could also coordinate feedback to bodies like the SQA, the Education & Skills 
Committee & LTS on behalf of subject teachers. 
The replacement of (subject) Principle Teachers with Faculty Heads - not specialists 
in all of their faculty subjects - highlights the need for some form of subject specific 
support. 
 


